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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter consists of background of the study, research problem, 
objective of the study, scope and limitation, significance of the study, and 
definition of key terms. 
A. Background of the Study 
 Writing  is one of the four language skills, which is taught in the 
school. In writing the students can express their feelings, idea, throughts and 
their opinions. Writing more particularly, refers to things, writing as a noun, 
the thing that is written, and writing as a verb, which designates the activity of 
writing. It refers to the inscription of character on a medium, there by forming 
words, and longer units of language, known as texts. It also refers to creation 
of meaning and information there by generated. 
All language in the world passes their own rules in order to 
meaning. Full regular, more precious and nice to be heard and pronounced 
with the rules, the language‟s usage usually with also be controlled in 
communication. Like other language both English and Indonesian have 
their rules (Shafiei, 2007, p. 27).  Language enables the speaker to encode 
messages and it enables the listener to decode the messages back. By 
language, both the speaker and the listener may understand each other. 
Thus, when there was communication, there will be language, so language 
and communication are very closely related. 
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Then, another study also seeks the way to teach writing better. 
Miftah (2015, p. 17) found that the implementation of a Writing Process 
Approach (WPA) can enhance the students‟ skill in writing a descriptive 
essay. The WPA consists of five stages. The first stage is a prewriting 
stage. It is meant to help the students collect ideas, viewpoints, or ideas 
related to the topic being discussed. Second, it is drafting stage. It provides 
the students‟ chance to write based on mapped ideas. Next, the revising 
stage is the third stage. The third stage is intended for the students to 
revise their first draft with an emphasis on content and organization. 
Writing was essential subject that useful for the students to develop their 
idea, express their emotion though writing. Besides, that has close related 
with paragraph. According to little paragraph was a group of sentence 
dealing with a single topic or idea. 
Then, the fourth stage is editing. It allows the students to edit the 
draft and proofread the draft for accuracy and correctness in spelling, 
punctuation, capitalization and grammar. Last, the final stage is 
publishing. The students are given chances to publish their final 
composition. The activities of publishing can be done in many ways. For 
example, the students are allowed to read their writing in front of the class 
or send it to school magazine (Miftah ,2015, p. 17). In addition, writing 
was not only master grammar and vocabularies, but also part of classes 
and kinds of text. So, they can make simple sentences to be paragraph. 
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Writing descriptive is one of the fundamental functions of any 
language system and one of the first skills emergent language-users learn 
to control. Description enables the categorization or classification of an 
almost infinite range of experiences, observations, interactions into a 
system that orders them for immediate and future reference, and allows us 
to know them either objectively or subjectively, depending on the learning 
area or the intent of the writer (Hami, 2011, p. 15). 
 Describing is also used extensively in many text types, such as 
information report, literacy descriptions, and descriptive recounts, and 
descriptive recounts, due to the need to classify and/ or describe process 
before explaining it, in the opening paragraph of the most explanations. 
Therefore, the students will be unmotivated, bored, and have difficulties in 
learning descriptive text. They also do not be able to recall and to describe 
the things in systematic order. Moreover, they cannot describe the parts, 
qualities, and characteristics of the things completely (Hami, 2011, p. 15). 
Describing is also a central feature of narrative texts providing the 
means for developing characterization, sense of place and key themes.5 It is 
taught by teacher in order to make students know how to describe themselves 
and their surrounding although it is in a simple way. However, many students 
have difficulties in writing descriptive text because the teacher only explains 
what the generic structure and method how to write the descriptive text. 
Generic structure is divided into two element, they are: the first is 
identification; identification is the part where writers of descriptive text 
identify phenomenon to be describe. And the second is description; 
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description part describes parts, qualities, and characteristics(Effendi, 
2008, p. 117). 
The condition of the students seen and observed during the 
observation in MAN KOTA is very diverse. From an academic point of 
view there are  of course differences from each student. There are 
students who easily understand the lesson that is delivered, some also 
require a long time with repeated explanations to be able to absorb 
learning.  The problemwhich researchers see during observation  
in writing, especially they still do not understand in writing generic 
structure, therefore the researchers want to know how students write 
short essay in the form of descriptive using generic structure. 
Those elements must exist in descriptive text. It gives more 
explanation in order to make the story clear and understandable. But 
sometimes the students (readers) find more than one complication and 
resolution. It can happen when the problem (complication) was still 
arisen or unsolved in scheme. 
Based on the preliminary study at MAN Kota Palangka Raya, the 
writer found some strategies in teaching writing paragraph of narrative text 
such as lack of ability and knowledge in writing paragraph. Thus, in this 
study the writer interested in discussing about the how students write 
generic  structure on descriptive text. 
  The reason why the writer takes the students of MAN Kota  
Palangka Raya was based on previous observation. The first, Generic 
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structure is a powerful method of writing descriptivee text. Second, the 
English teacher only uses lecturing method. The teacher considers that the 
available method has been enough to the teaching of English writing. 
B. Research Problem 
Based on the background of the study above, formulates the problems 
of the study as follows:  
1. How is the quality of the descriptivetext produced by the Students of 
MAN Kota Palangka Raya? 
2. What the problem in writing generic structure of descriptive text of MAN 
Kota Palangka Raya? 
C. Objective Of the Study 
Based on the problem of the study above, the objectives of the study are as 
follows:  
1. To explain the quality of the descriptive  text produced by the Students at 
MAN Kota Palangka Raya, 
2. To explain problem  in writing the generic structure of descriptive text of  
MAN Kota Palangka Raya. 
D. Scope and Limitation  
This study belongs to Descriptive qualitative Study. This study focuses on 
how do studentswrite thedescriptive paragraphs based on generic structure by 
tenth grade students MAN Kota Palangkaraya. in this study. This study uses 
observation, documentation interview with the students. 
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E. Significance of the Study 
There are two kinds of significances, namely theoretical and practical 
significances. Theoretically, the result can be used as the reference for those 
who want to conduct a research in Generic Structure.  Therefore, the Students  
should give a good method to develop them effectively.Practically, the study 
can help students find the easy way of writing a text especially in descriptive in 
a correct generic structure. 
The study can help the teachers teach better way of teaching English by 
applying a new method when they know the product of writing descriptive text. 
One of the significant is that Beside that, the result of the study will be expect 
to be significance in mastery of generic structure  and writing ability giving 
contribution to other writers who conduct the same fields of research and 
giving contribution for the readers in increasing the quality of English 
Teaching Learning. 
F. Definition of Key Terms 
To avoid misunderstanding to understand this study, the definition of terms 
which are often found in this study as follows: 
1. Writing  
 A sequence of letters, words, or symbols marked on a surface 
(Oxford, 2003). Writing can change people, for writing creates new worlds 
and possible universes, parallel to an actual. At best, creative writing 
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offers examples of life, nothing less. To some, writing remains an artifice, 
a game even, and it is – as most things are, as all of us are – something 
made or played upon. However, when nurture builds carefully on nature, 
then life is not only made well, it can be shaped well and given form ( 
Morley, 2007: p, 6).  In this study, writing is  letters or characters that 
serve as visible signs of ideas, words, or symbols.  
2. Descriptive  Text 
Description in writing is the process of create communication 
image through words. Writing a descriptive text is a way of picturing 
images verbally in speech or writing and arranging those images in order 
to the reader can feel the situation was described. 
3. Generic Structure 
  Generic Structure in the type of English text is a paragraph 
arrangement pattern used by the author in expressing in ideas and thoughts 
on the discourse in writing. 
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CHAPTER II  
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
 
This chapter consists of related study, theory of writing, definition of writing, 
descriptive text and generic structure of decriptive text. 
A. Related  Study 
In order to make a different study with the previous research, the researcher 
had found some previous studies that are concerned with generic structureas 
follows: 
Table 2.1 The Previous Study  and Relevance of Study 
No Researcher Topic Participant
/Method 
Findings Relevance 
1. Sulistyo 
(2013) 
An 
analysis of 
generic 
structure of 
narrative 
text written 
by the 
tenth year 
students 
of SMA 
Yasiha 
Gubug 
It is class XI 
IPA I at 
SMA 
Yasiha 
Gubug / 
Descriptive 
Quantitative 
The writer found out 
that problem which 
might is faced by 
student is: the 
students faced the 
difficulty in 
understanding the 
generic structure of 
written narrative. 
Finally, they made 
some mistakes in 
the generic structure 
of written narrative. 
The last problem is, 
they are not able to 
differentiate the 
orientation, 
evaluation, 
complication, 
This study 
is 
relevance 
some study 
in terms of 
in generic 
structure of 
narrative 
text. 
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resolution, and re-
orientation is. So 
they made some 
mistakes in 
identifying the 
sentence. 
2. Prihatna 
(2016) 
An 
Analysis 
On 
Generic 
Structure 
And 
Language 
Features 
Of 
Procedure 
Texts 
Made By 
Second 
Year 
Students 
Of Sma 
Semen 
Gresik 
It is class XI 
IPA 3 SMA 
Semen 
Gresik/ 
Analysois 
Design 
The result of data 
analysis indicated 
that most of the 
eleventh grade 
students of SMA 
Semen Gresik were 
able to apply the 
generic structure of 
procedure texts, in 
this case: title 
(goal),materials/equi
pment, and steps. It 
was found that some 
groups made several 
errors in arranging 
“materials” and 
“steps” parts of 
generic structure but 
some other groups 
arranged a good 
generic structure 
with some minor 
errors. 
This study 
is 
relevance 
some study  
in terms of 
generic 
sturucture 
and 
language 
features 
3. Maulana 
(2013) 
Genre 
Analysis 
Of 
Descriptive 
Text 
Written By 
Students 
Of Smp 
Negeri 3 
Teras In 
It is SMPN 
3 TERAS 
/Descriptive 
Qualitative 
The writer finds 
there are some 
mistakes and error 
made by the 
students. From 6 
numbers of data, 
only two students 
can complete the 
element of generic 
structure in 
This study 
is 
relevance 
to term of 
genre 
analysis of 
descriptive 
text 
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2012-2013 
Academic 
Year 
descriptive text. 
4 MirahaYuni 
(2002) 
Investigati
ng Generic 
Structure 
of English 
Research 
Articles: 
Writing 
Strategy 
Difference
s between 
English 
and 
Indonesian 
Writers 
Quantitative The findings 
indicate 
significant 
differences in both 
forms and functions 
of organizing 
strategies between 
the native and non-
native texts 
This study 
is 
relevance 
to term of 
investigati
ng Generic 
Structure 
5 Hai-lin 
(2010) 
Generic 
Structure 
of 
Research 
Article 
Abstracts 
 
Contrastive 
genre 
analysis 
It is found that the 
Introduction 
Move is obligatory 
for English RA 
abstracts by non-
native speakers as 
opposed to the 
Introduction and the 
Results move by 
native speakers. 
This study 
is 
relevance 
to term of 
generic 
structure of 
research 
article 
abstracst 
6 Olaniyan 
(2014) 
An 
Exploratio
n of the 
Generic 
Structures 
of Problem 
Statements 
in 
Exclusively 
studied 
The study got its 
data from 
purposively 
selected three 
hundred arts-based 
research article 
abstracts published 
in learned journals 
This study 
is 
relevance 
to term of 
An 
Exploratio
n of the 
Generic 
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Research 
Article 
Abstracts 
in the inner circle 
between 2001 and 
2010.  
Structures 
7 Mindan 
(2015) 
A 
Comparati
ve 
Analysis of 
the 
Generic 
Structure 
of RA 
English 
Abstracts 
in Chinese-
Medium 
and 
English-
Medium 
Linguistics 
Journals 
Comparativ
e Study 
This study is 
especially helpful 
for those Chinese 
writers who hope to 
publish their paper 
in international 
journals. 
This study 
is 
relevance 
to term of a 
comparativ
e analysis 
of generic 
structure 
 
Those study differsfrom my study, my study focuses on generic 
structure of descriptive text written by the tenth grade at MAN Kota Palangka 
Raya. The method of research use qualitative research and the subject will be 
class X at MAN Kota Palangka Raya which has a sample of 28 students  in 
one class. 
In the first previous study  Sulistyo (2013) has conductedthe problem 
which has been faced by student is: the students faced the difficulty in 
understanding the generic structure of written narrative. Finally, they made 
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some mistakes in the generic structure of written narrative. The last problem 
is, they are not able to differentiate the orientation, evaluation, complication, 
resolution, and re-orientation is . But, on this study the researcher focus on  
Generic structure of descriptive text written by the tenth grade at MAN Kota 
Palangka Raya.  
Second, Priyana (2016)in his previous studyhas conducted this part 
described about the result of the analysis of generic structure and language 
features from the students‟ procedure text. There are two parts of the result 
since there were two research questions for this study. In the first part, the 
writer described about the generic structure analysis of procedure text 
organized by the students. Besides, the second part, the writer described 
about the language features analysis of procedure text organized by the 
students. In answering those two research questions, all of the students were 
divided into some groups. Thus, the researcher only took one descriptive text 
on each group. 
Third , Maulana (2013) in his previous study has conductedsome 
problems faced by thestudents in writing generic structure of descriptive text. 
The following are the explanation of those problems, (1) there are two 
students don‟t useidentification in writing descriptive text. They don‟t 
understand thatidentification is important in generic structure of descriptive 
text, (2) thereare four students don‟t use description. They don‟t focus on the 
element ofgeneric structure. In this case is their parent‟s characteristic, (3) 
there aretwo students don‟t match in generic structure. Identification and 
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description are not suitable. They don‟t understand that description is 
describes about identification. 
Fourth, MirahaYuni (2002) in her previous study has 
conductedInvestigating Generic Structure of English Research Articles 
Writing Strategy Differences between English and Indonesian Writers. The 
findings indicate significant differences in both forms and functions of 
organizing strategies between the native and non-native texts.Fifth, Hai-
lin(2010) this study have conduct Generic Structure of Research Article 
Abstracts, It is found that the Introduction Move is obligatory for English RA 
abstracts by non-native speakers as opposed to the Introduction and the 
Results move by native speakers. 
Sixth, Mindan (2015) in his previous study has conducted A 
Comparative Analysis of the Generic Structure of RA English Abstracts in 
Chinese-Medium and English-Medium Linguistics Journals. This study is 
especially helpful for those Chinese writers who hope to publish their paper 
in international journals. Last, Olaniyan (2014) in his previous study 
hasconducted An Exploration of the Generic Structures of Problem 
Statements in Research Article Abstracts, the study got its data from 
purposivelyselected three hundred arts-based research article abstracts 
published in learned journals in the inner circle between 2001 and 2010. 
Based on the previous studies above, the writer and the researcher has 
different subject and object of the study. The subject of this study is Generic 
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Structure of Descriptive Text Produced by the tenth grade students of MAN 
Kota Palangka Raya.  
B. Writing  
1. Definition of writing  
Writing is different from other skills; it can be said as the 
combination of all skills. Writing composition is a task, which involves the 
students in amanipulating word in grammatically correct sentences and in 
linking those sentences to form a piece of continuous writing which 
successfully communicates their writer thoughts and ideas of 
acertaintopic(Frase, 2008, p.78). To make a good writing, “it must be 
constructed according to rules or conventions of thetarget language. 
Learners must apply the five generalcomponents of the writing process; 
content, form, grammar, style, and mechanic”(Riana, 2011, p.34). 
“Nevertheless, the learners often do errors in writing composition because 
they are still influenced by Indonesian sentence structure in making and 
composing the structure of English”(Savage,2007, p.20). 
Therefore, nobody can master this ability easily and directly. 
Writing is actually not a natural skill. Writing belongs to productive skill 
rather than perceptive one. It produces a message to communicate. Most of 
the students‟ writings did not present some details information yet. The 
thesis sentence or main ideas of their essays stated somewhat unclear or 
inaccurate and some others stated clear or accurate. Their writings were 
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organized with ideas generally related but it did not have sentence 
connectors while some others were loosely organized but main ideas clear, 
logical, but incomplete sequencing. Besides, their writings still contained 
grammatical mistakes. The mistakes made by the students made their 
writings not easy to understand (Miftah, 2015,p 14). 
2. The Nature of Writing 
They are some definitions about writing.Writing is only mode 
in which both linguistics manipulation task and communication task 
have been given (Dullay, 2003, p.226) .Writing as a process is oriented 
to words work progress and the development of new skills, rather than 
merely evaluative task, the classroom practices, therefore, will vary 
from each other (Fauziati, 2012, p.151). In other words,writing activity 
as commonly conceived, is a highly sophisticated skill combining a 
number of diverse elements, only of which are strictly linguistic 
(Frase, 2008, p.85). Donn  states that writing is culturally specific, 
learned, behavior. We learn to write if we are members of a literate 
society and if only someone teaches us (Donn, 2005, p.334). Writing is 
an activity or occupation of writing (Hornby, 2000, p.516). 
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Based on the statement, it can be concluded that writing is an 
active productive more clearly; writing is an act or process to produce 
some information in their mind that should be expressed into writing 
from. Writing will be the best if the students guide on the rules 
defined. It usually refers to contents, organization, grammatical, usage 
and mechanics, sentence structure, mastery on vocabulary and so on 
(Supiani, 2012, p.11). 
There are some definitions of writing that are taken from 
resources, According to Oxford Advanced Learner's dictionary that 
writing is the activity or occupation of writing e.g. books, stories or 
articles Hornby (2000, p,1383).Brown also states that writing is indeed 
a thinking process. Brown (2004, p,336). 
Good writing provides information or messages clearly and 
creates effective verbal dialogue to readers. It aims to give point of 
view of the ideas in text where it organizes in different way of writing 
such as narration, description, exposition, and argumentation. When 
students write a paragraph, they try to explore what they are thinking in 
mind, and they also concern with the language, meaning, and the 
structural of context related to English language acquisition as a second 
or foreign language. As Gould, Diyanni, and Smith state that “Writing 
is an effort to create a dialogue with readers, and it involves exploring 
our relationships to our readers in much the same way that exploring 
our relationships to people we talk to” (Kusumawardhani , 2015, p.134). 
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3.Kind of Writing  
a. Essay 
Essay defines a certain person, place, or thing, through the 
duration of the text. Formal definitions contain three parts: 1.) the 
term to be defined, 2.) the general class to which the term belongs, 
and 3.) the things that make the term different from all other items 
in the general class to which the term belongs(Gibson, 2012, p.50). 
b. Paragraph 
A paragraph is a group of sentences that works together to 
develop a main idea(Savage, 2007, p.102). A paragraph can be short or 
long. The number of sentences in a paragraph is unimportant; however, 
the paragraph should be long enough to develop the main idea 
clearly(Oshima, 2007, p.61). A paragraph may stand by itself and may 
also be one part of a longer piece of writing such as an essay(Shafiei, 
2007, p.34). 
Paragraphs have a very specific organizational pattern. It means 
that all paragraphs are put together in a similar way. A paragraph has 
three major structural parts: a topic sentence, supporting sentences, and a 
concluding sentence(Oshima, 2007, p.75). 
Supporting sentences develop the topic sentence. That is, they 
explain the topic sentence by giving reasons, examples, facts, statistics, 
quotations, etc. (Oshima, 2007, p.112). In terms of organization, there 
are two types of supporting sentences: major supporting sentences and 
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minor supporting sentences. The majorsupporting sentences are the main 
details that tell us about the topic sentence. The minor supporting 
sentences tell us more about the major supporting sentences ( Ningsih, 
2013, p.42). 
The concluding sentence ofa paragraph signals the end of the 
paragraph andleaves the reader with important points to remember. A 
concluding sentence servesthree purposes as follows: 1) it signals the end 
ofthe paragraph, 2) it summarizes the main points of the paragraph, 3) 
itgives the final comment on the topic and leaves thereader with the most 
important ideas to think about(Zemach, 2005, p.40).Good paragraphs and 
essays have some characteristics in common. They arecoherence, 
cohesion, unity, completeness (Shafiei, 2007, p.38). 
That coherence refers to the way a group of clauses or sentences 
relate to the context. A text is cohered when one part of a text (a clause, a 
sentence or a turn at a talk) follows another part of a text (the next clause 
sentence or turn at a talk). The out come of this is that each part of the text 
creates the context within which the next bit of the text is interpreted 
(Halliday, 2010, p.23). That coherence means “to stick together” An essay 
is coherent if a) the parts of the essay are unified, b) if the essay seems 
logical to thereader(Reid,2000,p.116). 
The statements above, it is clear that in order to have coherence in 
writing, the sentences must hold together; that is, the movement from one 
sentence to the next and in longer essays, from one paragraph to the next) 
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must be logical and smooth. Each sentence should flow smoothly into the 
next one.When a paragraph has cohesion, all the supporting sentences 
“stick together” in their support of the topic sentence. The methods of 
connecting sentences to each other are called cohesive devices (Boardman, 
2002, p.36) 
Other characteristics of a paragraph are unity and 
completeness(Shafiei,2007, p.36). A paragraph has a unity when all the 
supporting sentences relate to the topic sentence. And a paragraph is 
complete when it has all the supporting sentences it needs to fully explain 
the topic sentence and all the minor supporting sentences it needs to 
explain each major supporting sentence ( Shirotha, 2016, p.102). 
4. The Quality of a Writing Paragraph 
There are some characteristic of a good writing. A text or paragraph 
may these for to be understood as a visible division of the subject method. The 
deviation is initially a convenience to the reader; it prepares him turn attention 
to something new (Harmer, 2007, p.10). A good paragraph has the 
characteristics of unity, coherence and emphasis. In unity a paragraph must be 
unified on its structure. In coherence a paragraph must establish continuity 
within or towards the other paragraph. In emphasis the idea within the 
paragraph should be given importance and made to stand (Syafi‟i, 2017, 
p.172). 
5. Writing Process 
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Writing is never one-step action: it is on going creative act (Hogue, 
2007, p.15). When you first write something, you have already been 
thingking about what to say and how you say it. Then after you have 
finished writing, you read over what you have written and make changes 
and correction. You write and revise and write and revise again until you 
are satified that your writing express exactly what you want to say. 
Writing it is broad sense as distinct from simply putting words on 
paper has three steps : thingking about it, doing it, and doing it again ( and 
again, as often as time will allow and patience will endure) (Kane, 2000, 
p.17).The first step, “thingking” , Involves choosing a subject, exploring 
ways of developing it, and devising strategies of organization and style. 
The second step, “doing” ,is usually called “drafting”. The thrid step, 
“Revising”. 
The writing process provides an opportunity for someone to state 
and share their thoughts until they have expressed thei selves as clearly as 
possible. There are four main parts of the process of writing. They are 
planning, prewriting, drafting , revising and editing (Harmer, 2007, p.18). 
Teachers can help students to write more effectively through giving 
motivation or creativy teaching.Students can be shown the different stages 
in the production of a piece of writing and be encouraged to discover what 
works best for them. The writing process is the thinking process that goes 
on during writing (Donn, 2005, p.250). 
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a. Planning 
Planning gives a chance to think about what to write and how to 
write.Planning, involves brainstorming for ideas, defining and norrwing 
the topic by using pre-writing strategies, conducting research if 
necessary,writing a thesis statement, and writing working outline (Hogue, 
2007, p.24). In planning stages, the writer use pre-writing technique to 
gather idea, and then choose a purpose and an audience. 
b. Pre-Writing 
In the  prewriting stage is a step to think about the topic and 
generate ideas. Use these techniques, when the first begin to think 
about the topic are called brainstorming, freewriting, wh-question, 
and clustering (Brown, 2000, p.343). Brainstorming is a student 
insight or connection. It is purpose is to free up their mind to make 
association and connections. Wh-question is a report to answer the 
following questions in the first sentence of the report. These words 
are who, what, when, where, why, and how.Meanwile, clustering is 
making a visual map of ideas. 
c. Drafting 
A draf is an early version of piece of writing. Most of us 
cannot compose anything well at the firs try.We must write and 
rewrite. These initial efforts are called drafts, in distinction from the 
final version. As a rule, the more you draft, the better the result (Kane, 
2000, p.34-35).  
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Drafting is a procedure for determining whether the 
information discovered during planning can be shaped into a 
successful piece of writing. In this part, is learned to assess the 
potential of each topic by evaluating it according to the guidelines for 
selecting a subject, analyzing an audience and determining a purppose 
(Johnson, 2008, p.175). In drafing, some people aim for perfection 
when they write a firs draf. They want get everything right word 
choice to tone to sentence structure to paragraph organization. A first 
draf involves putting ideas down on paper for the first time. In this 
stage, the writer wants to get every thing right from word choice to 
tone sentece to paragraph organization to punctuation and grammar 
(Yulianti, 2018, p.20). 
d. Revising 
Revising is the process of seeing again, of discovering a new 
vision for the writing e produced during planning and drafting 
(Johnson, 2008, p.180). In revising stage, The writer can do editing 
like considering ideas and organization. Then we can do proofreading 
like correcting errors including sentence structure stage, spelling, 
punctuation, and grammar. 
e. Editing 
Editing is the last stages in the process writing. In editing the 
writer focus on writing students and coherence paragraph written by 
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the students. In teaching writing students to become composers of 
authentic writing, teach them to approximate the writing process used 
by realwriters (Johnson, 2008, p.184). That is, set up peer editing 
gropus and teach student writing produce. In this stage, the writer 
editing about mechanics at the prewriting, drafting and revising stage, 
the flow of ideas and the quality of writing suffers. 
6. Writing Assesment 
Assesment is dianostic and for placement. But as people progress, 
the purpose of assesment is to make sure teachers are assering what they 
are teaching and the student are learning (Furaidah, 2003, p.80). 
Assessment is a general term that includes the full range procedures used to 
gain information about student learning (ratings of performance or project, 
paper-and-pencil test) and the formation of value judgments concerning 
learning progress (Wolff, 2007, p.28). Writing assesment is giving score 
and feedback about students‟ work in written form in order to know the 
achievement of students‟ writing ability (Brown, 2004, p.4). 
Designing and implementing a writing assessment is an interactive 
process that should include consideration about scoring procedures from 
the every beginning (Barkaoui, 2007, p.104).On going assessment of 
writing is integral to the effective teaching of writing to students with 
learning disabilities. Curriculum-based assessment can be used to assess the 
writing process and product and should take into account purpose 
well.Writing test involves at least two basic components: one or more 
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writing task, or instructions that tell test takers what to write, and means of 
evaluating the writing samples that test takers produce. 
The researcher asks the students to write a narrative text ph based 
on generic structure. In analytic scoring, scripts are rated on several aspects 
of writing or criteria rather than given a single score. There are five 
indicators becoming measuring the students‟ writing competency such as 
format, punctuation and mechanics, content, organization and grammar 
(Brown, 2004, p.243). However, to assess the writing ability, the score 
rubric that used by the researcher is supposed by Oshima (2007, p.195) 
which is format (5 points), punctuation and mechanic (5 points), content 
(20 points), organization (35 points), and grammar and sentence structure 
(35 points). 
7. The Teaching Learning of writing 
There has been a paradigmatic change in the teaching of writing, In 
the teaching of writing. In order to give clear pictures of the two 
approaches, it is necessary to be aware of the characteristics of writing as a 
product and how it differs from the new paradigm in writing (Fauziati , 
2012, p.148). Thus, the first section certain characteristics of writing as a 
process.  
a. The Product Approach 
In the product-orianted type of teaching writing, the main 
purpose of the learner‟s writing activity is to catch grammar, 
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spelling,and punctuation errors. In elementary or intermidiate level, 
following this theory, student‟s activity is to write out grammar 
exercise, these activities are disguised as composition writing : those 
are called guided writing. Here, the students are given a short text and 
instructed to change all singular nouns to plural nouns or to form 
present tense to past tense, etc (Fauziati , 2012, p.150).  The students 
are assumed to be not ready yet to create the text themselves ; They 
are only ready to manipulate forms in other more advance classes 
student are assigned compositions or other kinds of text to write based 
on certain topics. The poor teacher then takes home the piled 
students‟ papers to grade espicially based on the grammatical errors. 
They are finally retured to the students with some comments and 
corrections (Furaidah, 2003, p.102). 
In other more advance classes student are assigned 
composition or other kinds of text to write based on certain topics. 
The poor teacher then takes home the piled students‟ papers to grade 
especially based on the grammatical errors, they are finally returned 
to the students with some comments and corrections (Sabarun, 2011, 
p.6). 
b. The Process Approach 
In this approach, teaching writing does not mean simply 
having students do write a paragraph. It has been stated that it no 
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longer means having students manipulate unfiliar texts that have no 
special meaning for them.Instead, student are writing about , and mos 
especially what they really want a reader to know (Fauziati , 2012, 
p.151). 
In summary, process writing approaches tend to be framed in 
three stages of writing : greting ideas, drafting and revising. Several 
activities include : 
1. Reading 
2. Skimming 
3. Conducting 
4. Brainstorming  
5. Listing  
6. Discussing a topic or question 
7. Instructor 
8. Free writing 
c. Classroom Techniques 
Since writing as a process is oriented towrds work in progress 
and the development of new skills, rather than merely evaluative tasks, 
the classroom practices , therefore, will verey from each other(Gibson, 
2012, p.45). These often depend much open the students‟ experinces and 
skills when this new paradigm is applied into classrrom practice, 
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certaincharacteristics should be well reconized. Some of the 
characteristic are as follows (Fauziati , 2012, p.152). 
1. Instruction should be focused on the writing process. This means that 
students can initiate into the process and the teacher should prepare to 
intervene in the students‟ writing process with suggestion, and 
correction to help the students overcome difficulties encountered in each 
of stage. 
2. The assigned writing tasks should encourage students to write a veriety 
of modes besides expository writing. 
3. Conferencing is an important part mof the classroom activity. It occurs 
between teacher and students as well as between students. 
4. The main role of the teacher is as a facilitator. The teacher no longer 
focuses just on error in the product, but is free to respond to a number of 
facets of students‟ writing. 
5. Since the teacher‟s role is as a facilitator, and students would work and 
help each other, rather than work alone of just with the teacher, the 
classroom would be arrange in the manner of a workshop, where 
students can work in pair, or groups. 
6. A bond which ties all members of the class into one community, whose 
member feels, responsible for each other‟s growth , can can be created 
in such classroom. 
C. Descriptive text 
1. Definition of Descriptive text 
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Descriptive paragraph is a text that describes something. The aim 
of descriptive text is basically to give information. The social context of 
this text is to describe a specific thing, animal, or human being. It tells 
how something looks, feels, smell, tastes, and sounds. The present tense is 
mostly used in descriptive texts. The past tense is also used to describe an 
object that does not exist anymore (Renitasari, 2008, p.123).In this study, 
descriptive text is the text that describes something in order the readers or 
listener are able to get the same sense as what the writer experienced with 
his or her six senses: looks, smells, feels, acts, tastes, and sounds. In this 
case the topic of the writing text is about the place. In writing descriptive 
text the students have to fulfill the five components of writing, they are 
developing ideas, organizing ideas, grammar, vocabulary and mechanics. 
2. The Generic Stucture of Descriptive text  
 
There are two generic structures of descriptive paragraph. The first is 
identification; identification is the part where writers of descriptive text 
identify phenomenon to be describe. And the second is description; 
description part describes parts, qualities, and characteristics (Effendi, 
2008,p.117). 
3. Language Features of Descriptive Text  
 
According to Effendi (2008,p.117) there are some language features of 
descriptive paragraph: 
a) Focus on specific participant.  
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b) Using simple sentence in the form of simple present tense.  
c) Using detailed noun phrases, a noun word that added into adjective.  
 
Product Descriptive text : 
VISITING NIAGARA FALLS 
 
Niagara Falls is the collective name for three waterfalls that cross the 
international border between the Canadian province of Ontario and the USA‟s 
state of New York. They form the southernend of the Niagara Gorge. From largest 
to smallest, the three waterfalls are the Horseshoe Falls, the American Falls and 
the Bridal Veil Falls. The Horseshoe Falls lie on the Canadian side and the 
American Falls on the American side. They are separated by Goat Island. The 
smaller Bridal Veil Falls are also located on the American side, separated from the 
other waterfalls by Luna Island. There are various attractions that people can 
enjoy in Niagara Falls, six of them are described here. 
The first to enjoy in Niagara Falls is Cave of the Winds. This attraction 
helps people get closer to the falls and go face-to-face with the pounding waters of 
the Falls. People can get soaked on the Hurricane Deck where they are just feet 
from the thundering waters. Waterproof clothing and sandals are provided. A trip 
at night when the Falls are illuminated in a rainbow of color is really amazing.   
The second charm is Maid of the Mist Boat Tour. It is a world-famous 
scenic boat tour of the American and Canadian Falls for about a half-hour ride. 
People may access the tour via the Observation Tower elevator at Prospect Point 
in the state park. The boat operates mid-May until late October. The next to visit 
in Niagara Falls is Niagara AdventureTheater. Here tourists may enjoy the most 
powerful and involving film experience that brings reality to life on a 45 foot 
screen. Audience members are given the priviledge to discover the thundering 
Falls from a completely new and exhilarating perspective, and plunge over them. 
The theater shows hourly and free multi-language headsets are made available. 
Niagara Science Museum is another place to visit. It is a sanctuary for the 
preservation and appreciation of old science instruments and philosophical 
apparatus. 
The fifth point of interest is Niagara’s Wax Museum of History. Here, 
life-size wax figures portraying dramatic history ofNiagara Falls are presented to 
guests. They can see Fort NiagaraScene, Indian Village, old store, blacksmith and 
barber shop scenesand how electricity is made. Wax figures of Julia Roberts, 
PrincessDiana and many more are displayed here, too.Finally, people can also 
enjoy Rainbow Air Helicopter Tours above and around the American and 
Canadian Falls. Thetours start from downtown, next to the entrance to the 
RainbowBridge, and open from 9am to dusk when weather permits. The 
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tours operate every day from second weekend in May until October 31st. The 
Niagara Falls are renowned both for their beauty and as a valuable source of 
hydroelectric power. Managing the balance between recreational, commercial, and 
industrial uses has been a challenge for the stewards of the falls since the 19th 
century. 
Pusat Kurikulum dan Perbukuan, Balitbang Kemdikbud ( 2014, p.85). 
 
Table 2.2 Text structure 
 
Parts of text Purpose Details 
Introductory 
Paragraph 
To introduce 
Niagara Falls 
in general. 
- It is the collective name for three 
waterfalls. 
- The three waterfalls are the 
Horseshoe Falls, 
the American Falls and the Bridal 
Veil Falls. 
- The Horseshoe Falls lie on the 
Canadian side 
and the American Falls on the 
American side. 
- They are separated by Goat Island. 
- The smaller Bridal Veil Falls are 
also located 
on the American side, separated from 
the 
other waterfalls by Luna Island. 
- There are various attractions that 
people can 
enjoy in Niagara Fall. 
Supporting 
paragraph 1 
To describe Cave 
of the Winds 
- It helps people get closer to the falls. 
People 
can get soaked on the Hurricane 
Deck. 
- Waterproof clothing and sandals are 
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provided. 
- A trip at night is really amazing. 
Supporting 
paragraph 2 
To describe 
Maid of the Mist 
Boat Tour 
It is a world-famous scenic boat tour 
for about 
a half-hour ride. 
- People may access the tour via the 
Observation Tower elevator at 
Prospect Point 
in the state park. 
- The boat operates mid-May until 
late October. 
Supporting 
paragraph 3 
To describe 
Niagara 
Adventure 
Theater 
- Tourists may enjoy the most 
powerful and 
involving film experience. 
- Audience members are given the 
priviledge 
to discover the thundering Falls from 
a 
completely new and exhilarating 
perspective. 
- The theater shows hourly and free 
multilanguage 
headsets are made available. 
Supporting 
paragraph 4 
To describe 
Niagara Science 
Museum 
- It is a sanctuary for the preservation 
and appreciation of old science 
instruments. 
Supporting 
paragraph 5 
To describe 
Niagara’s Wax 
Museum of 
History 
- Life-size wax figures are presented. 
- Guests can see Fort Niagara Scene, 
Indian 
Village, old store, blacksmith and 
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barber shop 
scenes and how electricity is made. 
- Wax figures of Julia Roberts, 
Princess Diana 
and much more are displayed, too. 
Supporting 
paragraph 6 
To describe 
Rainbow Air 
Helicopter Tours 
- The tours start from downtown, next 
to the 
entrance to the Rainbow Bridge, It 
opens 
from 9 am-dusk when weather 
permits. 
- The tours operate every day from 
second 
weekend in May until October 31st. 
Concluding 
Paragraph 
To conclude the 
Essay 
- Niagara Falls are renowned both for 
their beauty and as a valuable source 
of 
hydroelectric power. 
- Managing the balance between 
recreational, 
commercial, and industrial uses has 
been a 
challenge for the stewards of the falls. 
 
Buku guru/ Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan (2014, p. 151). 
 
 
D. Descriptive Research 
 
 Descriptive research is directed toward determining the nature of 
situation, it describes and interprets the current situation and it exists at the 
time of the study (Furchan, 2007, p.50 ). 
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  Descriptive research is designed to gain more information about a 
particular characteristic  within a particular field of study. A descriptive study 
may be used to, develop theory,identify poblems with current practice, make 
judgements or identify what others in similar situations may be doing 
(Kerlinger, 2002, p.45). There is no manipulation of variables and not attempt 
to estabilish causality. 
  Based on the explanation above, the researcher can conclude that 
descriptive study is a study will use to describe something and someone  based 
on the reality or the fact and to collect information from the fact or tendency. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
This chapter present the description of the research method used in 
this research , Includes the Research Design,Subject and Object Of The 
Study, Source of Data, Research Instrument, Data Collecting Procedure, 
Data Analysis Procedure, Data Endorsment. 
A. Research Design 
The research type used descriptive qualitative. Qualitative research 
is examine a phenomenon as it is, in rich detail,flexible,evolves during 
study, uses small samples, and may generate theory (Donald, 2010, p.29). 
Qualitative research is concerned with life as it is live, things as they 
happen, situations as they are constructed seek lived experiences in real 
situations (Moleong, 2006, p.2).This research used descriptive qualitative 
because, the study to explained and to know about student 
writedescriptive paragraph based generic structure by students tenth grade 
MAN Kota Palangka Raya.  
In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative method. 
Descriptive method is directed toward determining the nature of situation, 
it describes and interprets the current situation and it exists at the time of 
the study (Furchan, 2007, p.50). The study used the descriptive method 
because the problem of the study will be answered by using descriptive 
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method to describe how the student writing descriptive paragraph based 
generic structure. 
In this study, therefore, the researcher only collect data ; the data 
subject was the students' results in the form of descriptive paragraph and 
draw conclusions based on the data. Associated with the object of 
research, the researcher used descriptive method because the researcher 
has only one focus. It is to analyze the results of the students' descriptive 
paragraphs based on generic structure in the tenth grade MAN Kota 
Palangka Raya.Design allows researchers to depict or describe the results 
of the research subject. Based on, the definition, the purpose of this study 
to find how students write a paragraph based on generic structure. 
B. Subject of the Study 
The subject of the study was the students tenth grade of MAN Kota 
Palangka Raya. Consist one class, there are 28 students. Whereas, the 
object of this study was students‟written which focused on the writing 
descriptive paragraph based-generic structure. 
C. Source of Data 
In this study, the researcher taken the data from English teacher at 
the tenth grade of MAN Kota Palangka Raya. The name of the teacher is 
Rasyidi, S.Pd to supporting the data. The researcher also taken the data 
from the students tenth grade of MAN Kota Palangka Raya total of the 
student were 28. 
D. Research Instrument 
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In this study, the researcher used instruments to got the data needed, they 
are: 
1. Observation 
Observation has been done on May 9
th
  2018at o'clock 13.00 – 
14.00 p.m atthe Room of class X BAHASA MAN Kota  Palangka 
Raya.The researcher did observations to students eight grade especially X 
BAHASAMAN Kota Palangka Raya with the number of students 28 
students, the observations made were the way students wrote descriptive 
paragraphs based on generic structure by used observation checklist (see 
appendix 2). 
2. Documentation  
Documentation is a kind of source data involves anything notes 
aimed to examine a research.This study will use students‟ tests and tasks 
as the documentation, and the result of the written data sources. A task is 
used to measure the students‟ comprehension in descriptive text and to 
measure students‟ ability in writing descriptive text. All in all, the 
transcribed the test, and transcribed the task. In qualitative approach, the 
researcher will use written documents. The term documents” here refers 
to a wide range or written , physical, and visual material, including what 
other researcher may term artifacts. 
Document analysis can be written or text based artifacts (textbook, 
meeting minutes, transcript, letters, e-mail message, etc) or of non written 
records (photographs, audiotapes, videotapes, computer images, and any 
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others) document can be classified into four categories, there are public 
record, personal documents, physical material, and researcher-generate 
document. 
3. Interview  
Interview hasbeen done on May 12
th
 2018 and start at 09.00 
until 10.40 a.m, atthe Room of class X BAHASAMAN Kota Palangka 
Raya.The interview the researcher taken some of the students as a 
sample because it is representative to complete the required data, the 
researcher takes 50% of the number of students or 10 students of tenth 
gradeMAN Kota Palangka Raya, There were five points that the author 
asks the students in the interview. 
The interview aims to find out how the students' knowledge in 
writing descriptive paragraphs based on generic structure, and knowed 
how to write their descriptive paragraph based on generic structure. 
Interviews were done by called one by one students to came forward, 
and randomly selected students from 28 students found 10 students, by 
introduce themselves first before entering on the questions given. The 
result of interview (see chapter IV). 
E. Data Collection Procedure 
To answered the problems of study, the researcher has used some 
techniques based on the design of the study. The researcher has use 
observation technique,  documentation and interview in collecting the 
data.  
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There are three steps in data collection procedure : 
1. Observation  
 Observation is basic method for obtaining data in qualitative 
research and is more than just hanging out (Esterberg, 2002, p.131). It is 
more global type of observation than the systematic. The qualitative 
research‟s goal is complete description of behavior in a specific setting 
rather than numaric summary of occurrence or duration of observed 
behavior (Donald, 2010, p.431). 
 In this study, the researcher has observe the school collect the data 
about curriculum and syllabus of English taught at the tenth grade 
student, and also did directly observation checlist to the class especially 
in writing descriptive paragrapah during the study. 
 Observation was conducted on May 9
th
  2018 by the tenth grade 
students of MAN KotaPalangka Raya. The observation was started by 
general obeservation and furthermore. Focused to the subject of the 
research. It was began to introduce what the purposes of writer. By this 
way, it could be gotten the actual data about the case of students‟ 
strategies in writing descriptive paragraph based generic structure by 
tentht grade of MAN Kota Palangka Raya. 
 The researcher has done observation about up to one time 
appointment to got the data. The researcher has done observation when 
the student were in the tenth grade. It was called by general observation, 
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because all the data which can answer the problem of the study. 
Otherwise, the general observation was needed to know the students how 
do produced descriptive paragraph based generic structure. 
2. Documentation 
Documentation is an event note that has been in the past it 
forms written,drawing or others material that used to describe an 
object ( Sugiono, 2010, p.326 ). In conducting the study, the writer 
takne the observation, test and interview became documentation. 
Furthermore, it became accurately and acceptably consequently, for 
collecting data in this study as followed: 
a. The photo of student tenth graders at MAN Kota Palangka 
Raya. 
b. The result of writing descriptive paragraph of student tenth 
gradersX BAHASA at MAN Kota  Palangka Raya. 
 
3. Interview  
The interview is conversation in certain purpose that wer doing 
by the interviewer and interviewee ( Moleong, 2004, p.135). In this 
study, the researcher has interview the students how the student 
produced descriptive paragraph based generic structure. So, in this 
technique, the writer was directly interact with the students in order to 
get deepes information from the students answer that are still not clear. 
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The main problem that student write a descriptive paragraph based on 
generic structure. 
Interview was done on May 12
th
 2018 and start at 09.00 until 
10.40 a.m . The interview was focused to answer the problem of the 
study, the interview divided : How student write descriptive paragraph 
based generic structure. The researcher did the interview to the 10 
students only one day to get all the data. 
Based on Lincoln and Guba on Sugiyono‟s book (2010, p. 322), 
there are steps in interview such as : 
a. Determination of the interviewee. 
b. Preparation of the main problems as the interview material. 
c. Beginning the interview. 
d. Conducting the interview. 
e. Confirmation the result of interview to the interviewee 
f. Writing the result of interview to the field notes. 
g. Identification the follow-up the interview result. 
The researcher start with general topics or questions that was ask 
students in order to got information about how they think about writing 
a paragraph based on thematic progression. In this study, interview 
used is structure interview. 
F. Data Analysis Procedure 
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To analyze the data, “the researcher used three techniques they are 
data collection, data reduction, data display” (Sugiyono, 2010, p.246). 
1. Data collection 
The researcher has collected and written all of the descriptive 
paragraph of the students‟.The researcher collected the data collection 
from observation, documentation, and interview. In this case all of the data 
that have been collect and get in the field were understand. Furthermore, it 
is soon make in writen from in order it is easy to be 
understand.Furthermore, the data which collect related to the writing 
produce descriptive paragraph based generic structure  by student tenth 
graderX-BAHASA at MAN Kota Palangka Raya. 
 
2. Data Reduction 
In qualitative research, does not necessarily refer to quantifying 
nominal data. Qualitative data needs to be reduce and transformed in order 
to make in more readily accessible,understandable, ad to draw out various 
themes and patterns (Bruce, 2007, p.33). The researcher selected all the 
data got in the field and chose the data relevant to the study. Then, the 
researcher focused on that data indicate toword the answer of the problem 
study. 
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3. Data Display 
Data display can be done by simple explaining, draft, relation 
categories and flow cart. The researcher give the simple explanation in 
data display that has been analyzed, Doing this procedure could help the 
researcher to understand what is happening and to conclude the get of 
data. 
In data display, the researcher has reports the relevant data and 
confirm the study result. It means that data collected from interview the 
student such as how do students in writing descriptive paragraphs using 
generic structure. Then, to support the data from interview, the researcher 
also report the data collected from documentation such as the picture, 
recording. 
G. Data Endorsment 
The data endorsement is needed to valid the data found in the 
process of collecting the data. In qualitative research has certain 
characteristics such as credibility (validitas internal), Transferability 
(validitas external), Dependability (reliabilitas), and confirdability 
(objectivitas) (Donald, 2010, p.498). 
In this study , the researcher used credibility endorsment data. Because, to 
validate the results of the study the data more accurate and based on the 
data obtained by the investigators, and also to assess the adequacy of the 
data obtained to got the same interpretation and subject. 
Credibility 
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Credibility in qualitative research aims to concerns the truthfulness of the 
inquiry‟s findings. Credibility or truth value involves how well the 
researcher has established confidence in the findings based on the 
research design, participants, and context (Meleong, 2006, p.150). The 
techniques of credibility use by the writer, as follow : 
a. Triangulation 
Triangulation is qualitative cross-validation. Is assesses the 
sufficiency of the data according the convergence of multiple data 
sources or mutiple data collection procedures (Bruce, 2001, p.40). 
In the study triangulation used by the researcher to evaluate the 
data collection, an addition to check or to compare. In this study, 
the researcher compares data is the result of interviews and 
document analysis in the class. 
 
b. Member Check 
Member check is the data checking process that acquired of 
researcher to data giver (Donald, 2010, p.450). In the study the 
researcher used member check in order to got the similar 
interpretation and the subject involved based on the objectives of 
the study releted to the study result. So, to got the same 
interpretation, the writer used the document analysis as a goal of 
member check. 
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To collect the data there are several steps an explained in figure 3.1 
 
   
 
 
 
Instrument 
 
Observation  Documentation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 The steps in collecting and analyzing data 
CHAPTER IV 
interview 
   Observation a writing class using Generic Structure 
Learning 
Process 
Writing 
andInstrumen
t 
The 
difficulties 
The results of 
the writing 
Data Analysis 
 
Data Endorsment 
Credibility (Triangulation , Member Check) 
Discussion 
Conclusion 
 
Data collection Data reduction Data Display 
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RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
 In this chapter the researcher presented the data collected from the 
research in. The important point of this chapter is to answer the problem of the 
study.  
A. Data Presentation 
1. Result of Observation 
Observation was done on Thursday, May 9
th
 2018 and started at 
13.00 pm until 14.00 pm, the student write descriptive paragraph based 
generic structure. The number of the students were 28 consist 13 male and 
15 female. The observation focused on students write descriptive paragraph 
based generic structure. The observation based observation checklist. The 
researcher gave the students question sheet. During the students wrote a 
descriptive paragraph based generic structure, the researcher did observation 
checklist (see appendix 2). 
In the pre-writing process the students know how to created a 
paragraph based on generic structure, after which the students choose one of 
the existing topics on the question sheet and choose a topic based on 
background knowledge. In the whilst writing process students start writing 
paragraph descriptive based generic structure, by first draft, then used a 
generic structure which they consider easy in connecting sentences. They 
can connected the identification and description. They used patterns that 
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they find easy in writing paragraph descriptive based generic structure . 
They write based on generic structure descriptive text. They can finish 
writing on time and made conclusions from the paragraph. 
The last, the post-writing process students revise the descriptive 
paragraph and change it if necessary. students were edited to check the 
grammar, flow of ideas, spelling and punction. last, students submit a 
descriptive paragraph to the teacher. 
2. Result of Documentation 
 In this case, the researcher would like to present about how the 
students of MAN Kota Palangka Raya produced descriptive paragraph 
based generic structure. Documentation analysis (task)  and interview 
techniques were used to find out how the students write descriptive 
paragraph based generic structure. 
This study were  students‟ tests and tasks as the documentation, and 
the result of the written data sources. A task is used to measure the students‟ 
comprehension in descriptive and to measure students‟ ability in writing 
descriptive text. All in all, the transcribed the test, and transcribed the task. 
The number of the students taken as the subject of study were 28 
student, but in this study the researcher just Presentation 75% of that amount 
were 17 (seventeen). (see appendix 3)  The 17 students writing score write 
descriptive text as collected in table 4.1.  
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Table 4.1 Writing Score 
No Students Code Score 
Rater 1 Rater 2 Average 
1 Silvia Azzahra 86 76 81 
2 Syamila  80 57 53,5 
3 Alfhan Nugraha 
Pratama 
89 76 82,5 
4 Nur Atika 75 70 72,5 
5 Fitriani  74 55 64,5 
6 Anastasya Aprilia 
Hadi 
88 74 81 
7 Wahyu Satrianur 
Anwar 
58 52 55 
8 Muhammad 
Hisbullah  
70 61 65,5 
9 M. Syahril Imalludin 71 73 72 
10 Anggi Ayu Giska 81 73 77 
11 Sayyidah Aisyah 76 74 75 
12 Yulia Zahrah 75 70 72,5 
13 Siti Syarah 79 71 75 
14 Rahmat Syahputra 71 72 71,5 
15 Putri Rahmawati 81 78 79,5 
16 Novalia Rizki 
Ramadhana 
70 68 69 
17 Thayyib Ash Shidiqie 68 50 59 
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   Total Score 1206 
   Average 
Score 
70,9 
 
 
 
 
The sample of the students is writing products of the document 
analysis (task) could be seenas in figure 4.1 
1. SA-D 
 
  Figure 4.1. The sample of students writing product SA-D 
 
Based on SA‟s paragraph, it can be stated the process writing the 
paragraph based on generic structure : SA can write a descriptive paragraph well 
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with the use of good tense that is present tense. Connecting pattern according to 
generic structure  like : Kangaroos are the Planet‟s largest marsupials 
(Identification),  All red kangaroos have a white stripe on earch side of their faces 
(Description). In this pararaph SA used pattern in writing paragraph descriptivet 
based on generic structure. All in all, this paragraph is excellent to very good. 
2. S-D 
 
 
Figure 4.2. The sample of students writing product S-D 
 
Based on S‟s paragraph, it can be stated the process writing the paragraph 
based on generic structure : S can write a descriptive paragraph well with the use 
of good tense that is present tense. But, didn‟t has concluding in paragraph. 
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Connecting pattern according to generic structure  like : Giraffes are truly giant 
animal (Identification). A typical full grown adult giraffe will eat over 70 pounds 
of leaves, twigs, and fruit each day (Description). In this pararaph Silvia Azzahra 
used pattern in writing paragraph descriptive based on generic structure. All in all, 
this paragraph is excellent to very good. 
3. ANP-D 
 
 
Figure 4.3. The sample of students writing product ANP-D 
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Based on ANP‟s paragraph, it can be stated the process writing the 
paragraph based on generic structure : ANP can write a descriptive paragraph 
well with the use of good tense that is present tense. Connecting pattern 
according to generic structure  like :Panda is one of the animals that are large and 
obese (Identification),Adult pandas have a length between 160 to 180. Then the 
weight of an adult panda is usually between 80 to 125 kg. panda body size is 
similar to the black bear  (Description). In this pararaph ANP used pattern in 
writing paragraph descriptive based on generic structure. All in all, this 
paragraph is excellent to very good. 
4.NA-D 
 
Figure 4.4. The sample of students writing product NA-D 
Based on NA‟s paragraph, it can be stated the process writing the 
paragraph based on generic structure : NA can write a descriptive paragraph well 
with the use of good tense that is present tense. But, didn‟t has concluding in 
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paragraph. Connecting pattern according to generic structure  like : Cherry 
blossom is seen some varieties such as Yama Zakura, Oshima Sakura, Amerika 
Sakura and many other types. (Identification), The main characteristics of cherry 
blossom is on the way it grows. (Description). In this pararaph NA used pattern 
in writing paragraph descriptive based on generic structure. All in all, this 
paragraph is good to average. 
5.F-D 
 
Figure 4.5. The sample of students writing product SA-D 
 
Based on F‟s  paragraph, it can be stated the process writing the paragraph 
based on generic structure : F can write a descriptive paragraph well with the 
use of good tense that is present tense. But, didn‟t has concluding in 
paragraph. Connecting pattern according to generic structure  like : I have a 
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cat, this animal is very funny. The name is belang because it has black, white, 
and yellow feathers.  (Identification), It body is not too fat. it likes to eat fun 
and play outdoors, has a long. Mustache with a chubby cheeks. (Description). 
In this pararaph F used pattern in writing paragraph descriptive based on 
generic structure. All in all, this paragraph is good to average. 
6.WSA-D 
 
 
Figure 4.6. The sample of students writing product WSA-D 
 
Based on WSA‟s  paragraph, it can be stated the process writing the 
paragraph based on generic structure : WSA can write a descriptive paragraph not 
quite of good because the sentence its using not regular. Than, didn‟t connecting 
pattern according to generic structure  In this pararaph WSA used pattern in 
writing paragraph descriptive based on generic structure. All in all, this paragraph 
is very poor. 
Next, after the researcher take document analysis (task), documentation 
obtained in the process were some picture that show on the process when students 
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write paragraphs, when the authors explain about what should students do, when 
the writer interviewed some students, and the researcher take picture in explained 
what students should do before writing the descriptive paragraph. The result 
analysis of 17 students write descriptive text as collected in table 4.2 
Table 4.2 The description of analyze students of the sheets to 
writing 
No Subject Text Analysis 
Identification Description Conclusion 
1. Silvia Azzahra       
2. Syamila      - 
3. Alfhan Nugraha Pratama       
4. Nur Atika     - 
5. Fitriani      - 
6. Anastasya Aprilia Hadi       
7. Wahyu Satrianur Anwar     - 
8. Muhammad Hisbullah        
9. M. Syahril Imalludin       
10. Anggi Ayu Giska       
11. Sayyidah Aisyah       
12. Yulia Zahrah       
13. Siti Syarah       
14. Rahmat Syahputra       
15. Putri Rahmawati       
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16. Novalia Rizki 
Ramadhana 
    - 
17. Thayyib Ash Shidiqie     - 
 
Based on the table, from 17 students, 11 students using generic 
structure is complete, and 6 students using generic structure not complete. So, 
the studentsdon‟t show the conclusion because they don‟t make a pattern in 
their text. From the statement above, the researcher argues, if the text does not 
have an conclusion , the text does not have description too, automatically, the 
text is not descriptive text. 
3. Result ofInterview 
 
In this interview the researcher wanted to know how students in writing 
descriptive paragraph based on generic structure. The researcher conducted 
an interview on May 12
th
 2018 and start at 09.00 until 10.40 a.m . The 
researcher did the interview to the 17 students only one day to get all the 
data. Because, They was very representative in completing the necessary 
data, and can answers the problem in this study. Based on the interview, the 
students revealed:  
a. F-D 
Dalam menulis descriptive text, kesulitannya yaitu menyusun kata dan 
kalimat, vocabulary masih kurang, jadi sangat sulit menulis descriptive 
text apalagi menggunakan generic structure, dan bentuk waktu yang biasa 
digunakan adalah simple present tense, dan yang terakhir kesulitan 
mengartikan kata-kata nya karena dari bahasa Indonesia ke bahasa inggris, 
jadi beda kalimat yang digunakannya. 
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In writing descriptive text, the difficulty is composing words and 
sentences, vocabulary is still lacking, so very difficult to write descriptive 
text let alone using generic structure, and the usual time is used is simple 
present tense, and the last difficulty to interpret his words because of the 
language Indonesia to English, so different sentences used. 
 
b. NA-D 
 
Dalam menulis descriptive text, kesulitannya yaitu 
mendeskripsikan sesuatu yang kurang paham, kemudian bentuk waktu 
yang biasa digunakan yaitu simple present tense, dan yang terkakhir 
terkadang sulit sekali untuk mengartikan kata-kata ke bahasa inggris. 
In writing descriptive text, the difficulty is to describe something that is 
not understood, then the usual form of time that is used is simple present 
tense, and the last is sometimes very difficult to interpret the words into 
English. 
c. SA-D 
 
Dalam menulis descriptive text, kesulitan atau masalah dalam 
menulis descriptive text menurut saya tidak ada masalah, kemudian 
bentuk waktu yang digunakan yaitu simple present tense, dan tidak ada 
kesulitan dalam mengartikan bahasa Indonesia ke bahasa inggris. 
In writing descriptive text, difficulties or problems in writing descriptive 
text in my opinion there is no problem, then the form of time used is 
simple present tense, and there is no difficulty in deciphering Indonesian 
into English. 
 
d. TAS-D 
 Dalam menulis descriptive text, masalah yang dialami yaitu 
struktur kalimatnya kurang paham, kemudian bentuk waktu yang 
digunakan yaitu simple past tense, kesulitan yang ditemui dalam 
mengartikan kata yaitu masih kurang paham mengartikan bahasa 
Indonesia ke bahasa inggris. 
In writing descriptive text, the problem experienced is the structure of the 
sentence is less understood, then the form of time used is simple past tense, 
the difficulty encountered in interpreting the word is still not understood to 
understand Indonesian to English. 
 
e. WSA-D 
 Dalam menulis descriptive text, masalah yang dialami yaitu tidak 
mengerti apa itu descriptive text, dan tidak mengerti bentuk waktu apa 
yang digunakan dalam menulis paragraph, kemudian kurang kosakata. 
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In writing descriptive text, the problem is not understanding what is 
descriptive text, and not understanding what time form is used in writing 
paragraph, then less vocabulary. 
B. Research Findings 
 
1. The generic structure of Descriptive text written by the Students 
Based on the results of observations in writing descriptive 
paragraphs based on generic structure of students, before writing the 
paragraph descriptive students choose some topic that has been prepared 
and they have chosen the topic based on their background knowledge. In 
the process of writing the paragraph they used a pattern to connect each 
sentence in the paragraph.The important of this point is to answer the 
problem of the study. The problem of the study was “How is the quality of 
the descriptive text produced by the Students at MAN Kota Palangka 
Raya?”. 
Based on the results of document analysis (task),  all of the student 
tenth grade of MAN Kota Palangka raya, chosed the "animal, tour, and 
object" topic in made the descriptive paragraph. Paragraphs that they made 
up to two  paragraphs, they can write descriptive based on generic 
structure and used tenses on simple present tense. All of students tenth 
grade used generic structure in writing paragraph descriptive based on 
patterns. 
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In addition the finding from the researcher of students write 
descriptive paragraph based on generic structure are : first, based on SA‟s 
paragraph the first pattern of descriptive text identification: 
Kangaroos are the Planet’s largest marsupials. A variety of mammal in 
which off spring. Called soeys, undergo most of their development 
inside an exterior pouch on the mother abdomen. Kangaroos reside 
exclusively in Australia and nearly islands. Including Tasmania. Highly 
social animal. Kangaroo typicaly live and travel in group.  
 
 The researchers found students writing in this pattern was good 
and the use of the tenses was correct, using simple present tense and 
using the correct opening sentence. Description 
All red kangaroos have a white stripe on earch side of their faces. The 
western gray and estern gray kangaroo both silver hair. But, the latters 
coat is longer and loghter in colour. All kangaroos have strong kind legs 
and cospicously large feet. They can’t move one leg independently of the 
other and must therefore get around by hopping.  
Based on SA‟S paragraph the second pattern of descriptive 
paragraph the researcher found that in this pattern it was very good, but 
in the use of the tenses it was still not right, because the pattern of the 
description must be clear and complete, such as the characteristics, color 
and shape of the body,and the last conclusion: 
In all species, females are smaller than males. male red kangaroos have 
a maroon coloured coat, female red kangaroos are bluish gray. 
Based on SA‟s paragraph, she was can give a conclusion what she 
wrote and the use of tenses is right. 
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 Second, S‟s paragraph, it can be started the process witing 
from the identification: 
Giraffes are truly giant animal. They amaze me. I like Giraffes, because 
their long neck. They can grow up to 17 feet tall and weigh as much as 
3000 pounds. 
 The researcher found paragraph from the student writing in this 
pattern was good and the use of the tenses was correct, using simple 
present tense and using the correct opening sentence. Than, description: 
Giraffes are herbivores, meaning they eat plants rather that meat. They 
use their long necks and tongues ( which they can stick out of to a foot 
and a half ) to get leaves on trees. A typical full grown adult giraffe will 
eat over 70 pounds of leaves, twigs, and fruit each day. 
  Based on S‟s paragraph the second pattern of descriptive 
paragraph the researcher was found that this pattern it was good, but in 
placement if adjective still not exacly, moreover the student should be 
better understood using the pattern in descriptive paragraph.  And the 
last conclusion, but S‟s paragraph the researcher didn‟t got the 
conclusion. 
 Third, ANP‟s paragraph from pattern identification: 
Panda is one of the animals that are large and obese. They can weigh 
more than 100 kg. So, if we look from a distance, the panda is very 
similar to the giant puppets. 
 
 The researcher found the student can wrote opening sentence 
was excellent, because the student using tenses was right. Than, 
description: 
Adult pandas have a length between 160 to 180. Then the weight of an 
adult panda is usually between 80 to 125 kg. panda body size is similar 
to the black bear. However, pandas do not hibernate like a black bear. 
Panda has a large head, heavy body, rounded ears, and short tail.  
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  Based on ANP‟s paragraph the researcher found the students 
writing was good and using tenses is simple present tense, then 
placement adjective was right. From the conclusion:  
We have known a little about panda from the above description. You 
need to understand that it is not a cute animals. They are wild animals 
so we must be careful when close to them. 
 
 The student was wrote the conclusion and can be using generic 
structure from descriptive paragraph. 
 Fourth, NA‟s paragraph can be started the process writing the 
paragraph based on generic structure, from the identification,  
Cherry blossom is seen some varieties such as Yama Zakura, Oshima 
Sakura, Amerika Sakura and many other types. 
 NA can write opening sentence before she write the description 
of descriptive text.Than, description: 
Cherry blossom have many colours. There are wite, litte pink, and red 
mostly cherry blossom grow in most low and highland. 
 
 NAcan be complete she has write of paragraph, but she not 
write the conclusion.The last, WSA‟s paragraph is still can‟t write 
descriptive paragraph based on generic structure.From the 
identification:  
Angsana beach is on beautiful beach. 
 Based on WSA‟s paragraph the opening sentence very short 
and simple, so the reader its not understood will do describe, than 
description: 
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This beach has beautiful sand and clear water. People usually do 
snorkeling and diving in this beach it has beautiful genery for every 
tourist that love photography. 
 
 WSA‟s paragraph its not appropriate using tenses, than didn‟t 
connecting patten according to generic structure. and the last 
conclusion. 
In this paragraph from WSA also not there are concluding sentence. 
Documentation in this study was the result of observation, 
document analysis (task), and interview, which was the observation 
checklist sheet, the resulting paragraph of the student, recording of 
inteview result, and the pictures when interview (see appendix 3). 
The students did some procedures to write descriptive paragraph 
based generic structure.First, In identification students started by pre 
writing strategy, students choose a topic to write descriptive paragraph. In 
determine the topic of the students choose some topics that the writer has 
set such as: Animal, Tour, Family, and Object. Students choose one of 
these topics by used the background of knowledge of what topic they want 
to choose.  
 Second, In Whilst writing strategy, students write first draft a 
descriptive paragraph based generic structure.In writing the first draft the 
students did was focused on the chosen topic, and write the first event they 
experienced.Next, students used description. In the used of description that 
students did was selected the appropriate pattern with the sentences they 
made. Next,Students to connect generic structure in made descriptive 
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paragraph based on generic structure. In used generic structure that students 
did was write down the essence of the paragraph they write, write each 
sentence contained  the theme of the paragraph and rewrite it in the next 
sentence which was the description. The last, students define the pattern in 
writing descriptive paragraph based generic structure.In determined the 
writing patterns of paragraph based generic structure that students did pay 
attention to the examples of each generic structure pattern, and choose 
which they think was easy. 
Third, In Post Writing startegy, students made conclusion the 
descriptive paragraph and change it if necessary. In revised students to 
corrected some errors in the paragraphs they write. Next, students editing 
with to check the flow of ideas. In editing students edit a little of the 
paragraph improvements they made. After that, studentd submitted 
descriptive paragraph to teacher.In this process the students collected the 
paragraphs they have fixed, and become the paragraph that based on generic 
structure. 
2. The problems students in writing descriptive text based on generic 
structure 
Based on the results of interviews of 10 students from 28 students 
selected not based on criteria and selected at random. All of students who 
have been interviewed with three questions asked by the researcher, almost 
all the answers of students have in common, because  almost all of them 
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responded that the generic structure was to relate the sentence to 
interconnect, and before writing the paragraph descriptive they defined the 
topic that suited their background knowledge. They was very representative 
in completing the necessary data, and can answer the problem in this study. 
The problem study was” What the problem in writing generic structure of 
descriptive text of MAN Kota Palangka Raya?. Based on the interview, the 
students revealed :  
Dalam menulis descriptive text, kesulitannya yaitu menyusun kata dan 
kalimat, vocabulary masih kurang, jadi sangat sulit menulis descriptive text 
apalagi menggunakan generic structure, dan bentuk waktu yang biasa 
digunakan adalah simple present tense, dan yang terakhir kesulitan 
mengartikan kata-kata nya karena dari bahasa Indonesia ke bahasa inggris, 
jadi beda kalimat yang digunakannya. 
 
In writing descriptive text, the difficulty is composing words and sentences, 
vocabulary is still lacking, so very difficult to write descriptive text let alone 
using generic structure, and the usual time is used is simple present tense, 
and the last difficulty to interpret his words because of the language 
Indonesia to English, so different sentences used. 
  The following were the sample of students opinion she have difficulties 
of write descriptive text using generic structure because still confuse 
vocabulary wanted to know. (F-D student is interview) 
Dalam menulis descriptive text, kesulitannya yaitu mendeskripsikan 
sesuatu yang kurang paham, kemudian bentuk waktu yang biasa digunakan 
yaitu simple present tense, dan yang terkakhir terkadang sulit sekali untuk 
mengartikan kata-kata ke bahasa inggris. 
In writing descriptive text, the difficulty is to describe something that is not 
understood, then the usual form of time that is used is simple present tense, 
and the last is sometimes very difficult to interpret the words into English. 
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The following were the sample of students opinion, the student 
can‟t determine will be describe, but she knowing what tenses in used. (NA-D 
student is interview) 
Dalam menulis descriptive text, kesulitan atau masalah dalam 
menulis descriptive text menurut saya tidak ada masalah, kemudian bentuk 
waktu yang digunakan yaitu simple present tense, dan tidak ada kesulitan 
dalam mengartikan bahasa Indonesia ke bahasa inggris. 
In writing descriptive text, difficulties or problems in writing descriptive text 
in my opinion there is no problem, then the form of time used is simple 
present tense, and there is no difficulty in deciphering Indonesian into 
English. 
 
  The following were the sample of students opinion, the student has 
knowing how is descriptive text based on generic structure, and do not 
difficulties how to made descriptive paragraph.(SA-D student is interview) 
 Dalam menulis descriptive text, masalah yang dialami yaitu 
struktur kalimatnya kurang paham, kemudian bentuk waktu yang 
digunakan yaitu simple past tense, kesulitan yang ditemui dalam 
mengartikan kata yaitu masih kurang paham mengartikan bahasa 
Indonesia ke bahasa inggris. 
In writing descriptive text, the problem experienced is the structure of the 
sentence is less understood, then the form of time used is simple past tense, 
the difficulty encountered in interpreting the word is still not understood to 
understand Indonesian to English. 
 
 The following were the sample of students opinion, the student 
structure of the sentence is not understood, and the tenses is used also 
didn‟t know. (TAS-D student is interview) 
 
 Dalam menulis descriptive text, masalah yang dialami yaitu tidak 
mengerti apa itu descriptive text, dan tidak mengerti bentuk waktu apa 
yang digunakan dalam menulis paragraph, kemudian kurang kosakata. 
 
In writing descriptive text, the problem is not understanding what is 
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descriptive text, and not understanding what time form is used in writing 
paragraph, then less vocabulary. 
 
 The following were the sample of students opinion, the student 
didn‟t understood about descriptive text based on generic structure, and 
very less the vocabulary.(WSA-D student is interview). 
C. Discussion 
1. The generic structure of descriptive text written by the students are this 
study revealed a text forms a piece of language use or a record of a 
communicative act that is „language which is functional‟ (Halliday and 
Hassan, 2000). In general, texts which have the same sort of meaning and 
the same structural elements are said to belong to the same text type. The 
finding of the researcher shows that almost all of the students don‟t 
understand the element of descriptive text. The result of this study shows 
there are 33% of students in that class which has most mistake and error in 
writing descriptive text. Their writing shows that they can‟t use the 
function of generic structure in descriptive text. In generic structure, there 
are five students don‟t use conclusion. The students don‟t show the 
conclusion because they don‟t make a pattern in their text. From the 
statement above, the researcher argues, if the text does not have an 
conclusion , the text does not have description too, automatically, the text 
is not descriptive text. 
In addition, the produced based on generic structure of descriptive 
text are identification, an introduction to the objects/ things described 
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which includes who or what, when, where the part of the paragraph that 
introduces the character, In determine the topic of the students choose some 
topics that the writer has set such as: Animal, Tour, Family, and Object. 
Students choose one of these topics by used the background of knowledge 
of what topic they want to choose. 
Description, A description of an object. For example the color, the 
size, the smell, the taste, what makes it special, etc. For persons: what they 
look like, what they do, how they act, what they like or dislike, what makes 
them special. For something: how it looks, sounds, feels, smells or tastes, 
where it is seen or found, what it does, how it is used, what makes it special. 
students used description. In the used of description that students did was 
selected the appropriate pattern with the sentences they made. Next, 
Students to connect generic structure in made descriptive paragraph based 
on generic structure. In used generic structure that students did was write 
down the essence of the paragraph they write, write each sentence 
contained  the theme of the paragraph and rewrite it in the next sentence 
which was the description. 
The last, studentsmade conclusion the descriptive paragraph and 
change it if necessary. In revised students to corrected some errors in the 
paragraphs they write. After that, student submitted descriptive paragraph 
to teacher.In this process the students collected the paragraphs they have 
fixed, and become the paragraph that based on generic structure. 
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The result of my study was supported by : First, Sulistyo(2013), He 
found that problem which might is faced by student is: the students faced 
the difficulty in understanding the generic structure of written narrative. 
Finally, they made some mistakes in the generic structure of written 
narrative. The last problem is, they are not able to differentiate the 
orientation, evaluation, complication, resolution, and re-orientation is. So 
they made some mistakes in identifying the sentence. 
Second. Maulana (2013), He found that are some problems faced 
by thestudents in writing generic structure of descriptive text. The 
following are the explanation of those problems, (1) there are two 
students don‟t use 
identification in writing descriptive text. They don‟t understand 
thatidentification is important in generic structure of descriptive text, (2) 
there 
are four students don‟t use description. They don‟t focus on the element 
of 
generic structure. In this case is their parent‟s characteristic, (3) there are 
two students don‟t match in generic structure. Identification and 
description are not suitable. They don‟t understand that description is 
describes about identification. 
 The last, Prihatna (2016), He found that this part described about 
the result of the analysis of generic structure and language features from 
the students‟ procedure text. There are two parts of the result since there 
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were two research questions for this study. In the first part, the writer 
described about the generic structure analysis of procedure text organized 
by the students. Besides, the second part, the writer described about the 
language features analysis of procedure text organized by the students. In 
answering those two research questions, all of the students were divided 
into some groups. Thus, the writer only took one procedure text on each 
group. 
The Procedures of writing descriptive text based on the Generic 
Structure, based on the result of observation, documentation, and interview 
the students did some procedures to write descriptive paragraph based 
generic structure : First, In identification of pre writing strategy, students 
choose a topic to write descriptive paragraph based on background of 
knowledge. Second, In description of whilst writing strategy, students 
write first draft a descriptive paragraph based generic structure . Next, 
students used pattern. Than ,students to connect between identification and 
description in made descriptive paragraph based on generic structure. The 
last, students made the conclusion in writing descriptive paragraph based 
generic structure. In Post Writing startegy, students revised the descriptive 
paragraph and change it if necessary. After that, student submitted 
descriptive paragraph to teacher. 
2. The problem Students in writing descriptive text based on the generic 
Structure, the Students have some problem of write descriptive paragraph 
based on generic structure. First, it is found that most of the tenth grade 
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students of MAN Kota Palangka Raya, the Students In writing descriptive 
text, the problem experienced is the structure of the sentence is less 
understood, and the difficulty encountered in interpreting the word is still 
not understood to meaning Indonesian to English. 
Second, there are several groups that did not use complete of generic 
structure. The importance of generic structure usage appeared while the 
students missed the component of it. For example when they missed 
“connectives”, it caused they could not make logical and coherent 
descriptivetext. Thus, most of the students still did not aware the 
importance of their text‟s generic structure. They still confused and made 
several errors in applying the generic structure of descriptive text. 
The way of Solving the problems of Students in writing descriptive 
text based on generic structure, in problem of students, the researcher 
using interview for answer the problem, Finally, from the problems which 
are faced by the students, the researcher have some possible solutions. The 
researcher offers the suggestion to the students to apply all of things which 
have planned a descriptive paragraph in organizing the teaching-learning 
process, and the students have to listen when she explain the material of 
descriptive paragraph. In addition, the teacher must give more exercises 
and more attention to the result of assignments which are given to the 
students  mastering material. Whereas for the students the researcher 
suggest the students have to listen their teacher clearly and do the exercise 
and improve their made descriptive paragraph to support their developing 
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knowledge of descriptive paragraph in generic, and in the generic structure 
of written descriptive especially. 
The conclusion is the students in everywhere have the same 
problemin writing descriptive text. Almost all of the student can‟t write a 
descriptive text clearly and all of them don‟t focus on generic structure of 
descriptive text. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
 This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestion of the study. The 
conclusion is based on the finding of the study. Meanwhile, suggestions are 
suggested to students, teacher, and the future researcher. 
A. Conclusion  
Based on finding of the study, the students‟ of tenth grade of MAN 
KOTA Palangka Raya write a descriptive paragraph based on generic structure 
as follows:  
1. The result of this study shows there are 33% of students in that class which 
has most mistake and error in writing descriptive text. Their writing shows 
that they can‟t use the function of generic structure in descriptive text. In 
generic structure, there are five students don‟t use conclusion. The students 
don‟t show the conclusion because they don‟t make a pattern in their text. 
From the statement above, the researcher argues, if the text does not have an 
conclusion , the text does not have description too, automatically, the text is 
not descriptive text. 
  The procedures of descriptive text written by the students are : 
first, In Pre writing strategy, students choose a topic to write descriptive 
paragraph. In determine the topic of the students choose some topics. 
Students choose one of these topics by used the background of knowledge 
of what topic they want to choose. Second, in whilst writing, students 
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define the pattern in writing descriptive paragraph based generic structure. 
In determined the writing patterns of paragraph based generic structure that 
students did pay attention to the examples of each generic structure pattern, 
and choose which they think was easy. 
  Third, In Post Writing startegy, students revised the descriptive 
paragraph and change it if necessary. In revised students to corrected some 
errors in the paragraphs they write. Next, students editing with to check the 
flow of ideas. In editing students edit a little of the paragraph improvements 
they made. After that, student  submitted descriptive paragraph to 
teacher.In this process the students collected the paragraphs they have 
fixed, and become the paragraph that based on generic structure. 
2. The problem Students in writing descriptive text based on the generic 
Structure, the Students have some problem of write descriptive paragraph 
based on generic structure.  First, it is found that most of the tenth grade 
students of MAN Kota Palangka Raya, the Students In writing descriptive 
text, the problem experienced is the structure of the sentence is less 
understood, and the difficulty encountered in interpreting the word is still 
not understood to meaning Indonesian to English. 
The way of Solving the problems of Students in writing descriptive text 
based on generic structure, in problem of students, the researcher using 
interview for answer the problem, Finally, from the problems which are faced 
by the students, the researcher have some possible solutions. The researcher 
offers the suggestion to the students to apply all of things which have planned 
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a descriptive paragraph in organizing the teaching-learning process, and the 
students have to listen when she explain the material of descriptive paragraph. 
B. Suggestion  
Based on the conclusion in the result of study, the researcher would like 
to propose some suggestion for the students, teacher and the future researcher as 
folow:  
1. For the students 
The students should write a paragraph based generic structure.First, in 
prewriting strategy, they should determine the topic choose an easy topic so that 
in make paragraphs become easier and the vocabulary used is not to difficult and 
based on background knowledge.Second,  In whilst writing strategy, students 
must be more thorough and not loose on the selected topic. Furthermore, the use 
of pattern on writing a student paragraph should be on the appropriate placement. 
Furthermore, in connecting identification and description students should link to 
every sentence in the paragraph not only on two or one time only. The last one on 
the conclusion of the students should be able to deduce from the paragraph that 
they made the end of the story they wrote in the paragraph.The last, in post 
writing strategy, students should check more thorough paragraphs they write so 
that the result  paragraph becomes maximal. 
2. For the teacher 
The Teacher should be teach students to write a paragraph based on 
generic sstructure is to first, provide examples on each topic that is given to 
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students, so that students have guidance in writing paragraphs such as 
exemplified topics. Second, the used of pattern teachers should teach examples of 
the use of pattern in the paragraph and other pattern  types so that students do not 
just uses the word (next, and after that) only. Third, teacher should teach students 
better in relating identification and description well in a paragraph so as to 
produce more coherence paragraphs and often give students practice in writing 
paragraphs especially those based on generic structure. Fourth, teachers should 
explain more about patterns on generic structure Finally, the teacher gives an 
example of how to make a good conclusion on a paragraph. 
3. For next researcher. 
To next researcher, this research can be used as a reference who were 
insterested in researching about generic structure to make the similar researches 
and level of college and also be able to research on other types of text such as 
recount, narrative, expository. 
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